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Arabah el Madfunah 

Dec 4th 1931. 
 

Dear Father. 
 
          I was so glad to get Mother’s latest 
letter to hear Jaggard had given a more 
reasonable estimate for the garage etc, I was 
quite worried when I heard what Clifford & Gough 
& the other people would charge, I hope Jaggard 
will have the job. I am longing to hear the 
news of the progress of the building, it will be 
very exciting. 
 
          I have had an assessment from the 
Income Tax people, they are assessing me as 
having a fixed income of ₤300 a year, I have 
written them explaining the terms of my employment 
& am enclosing a copy of my letter for you to read, 
will you put it in my cash box with the other 
income papers. the box is in the long drawer of 
the dressing table in my bedroom, (I have a rough 
pencil copy by me here also) I have not mentioned 
having purchased more war loan since I have 
not yet received any interest from it & I could 
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not give any figures without referingsic to my bank 
book. I suppose they will send a fresh form 
for me to fill in. If it is sent to Avalon as I have 
requested will you look at me/<it> & advise me? 
 
          Our carpenter has been busy 
making garage doors. He came in the morning 
& we gave him the packing cases that our 
stores come in, & told him that “here is some 
very fine wood that will make very fine doors” 
he beams/<ed>, & says/<id>. “Most certainly your honour”. 
When we returned in the evening. there were 
two excellent doors, most wonderfully patched 
together, of course they do not hang straight 
on their hinges, nor do they meet all the way 
up in the centre, but no one troubles about 
little things like that out here – Can you 
imagine a British carpenter being asked to 
make double doors to a garage & being given 
packing cases for the job? 
 
          There was a terrifficsic sparrow fight 
in the temple this morning, a party of birds 
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who live in Osiris chapel came into Amon’s chapel 
where we are working & said rude things to 
the sparrows who live there. there was a haroosh 
you have no idea the noise & commotion 8 small 
spaggers can make, they completely upset our 
work for about 10 minutes, we could’ntsic hear 
each other speak. I think Amon<’s> sparrows were 
victorious & drove the intruders out & possibly 
continued the battle else where. 
 
          We have been playing ping pong 
after lunch, it takes the stiffness out of our backs 
from bending over our drawing boards, & is great 
fun. Abdullah loves running after the balls 
 
          I have been busy making 
Christmas cards, I have cut a new stencil 
for them. Amice has made a new set of 
rubber stamps, you will see the results 
later on. 
 
          Lots of love to you both 
          your affectionate daughter 
          Myrtle 


